New poll shows the UK public wants salmon without seal killings

Campaigners’ seeking an end to what they believe is the slaughter of thousands of seals in Scottish waters by the salmon industry every year today released the results of a new poll revealing that the majority of the UK public want better protection for UK seals and for retailers to stop buying salmon from producers that shoot them.

The poll, conducted by YouGov (17-20th July) revealed that 64% of the public think the law should be changed to protect all UK seals from deliberate killing, with just 13% disagreeing.

58% believe that High Street retailers should not buy salmon from any suppliers that kill UK seals’ with only 15% disagreeing.

53% of people who buy salmon products said they would be prepared to pay more for them to stop UK seals being killed, with only 20% disagreeing. 61% of women polled said they would be prepared to pay more.

“With the majority of people supporting a change in the law to protect seals and believing that High Street retailers should not buy salmon from producers that shoot seals, the tide is turning against the routine killing of our seals” said Andy Ottaway of the Seal Protection Action Group, “Even in these harsh economic times over half of the salmon buying public said they would be prepared to pay more for salmon products to stop seals being killed”.

Under the Conservation of Seals Act (1970), seals can be killed in Scotland and the rest of the UK to prevent ‘serious damage’ to fish stock or equipment. Seals can even be killed in the closed or breeding seasons despite the risk that dependent pups will be left to starve. The campaigners argue that salmon can and should be protected by measures that do not involve the killing of seals, such as the mandatory use of anti-predator netting and other devices on fish farms.

The campaigners, from the Seal Protection Action Group and International Animal Rescue, claim that thousands of seals are shot in Scottish waters alone each year. The Industry has disputed these figures, but under existing laws there is no requirement to report the numbers being killed.

127 MPs have signed a Parliamentary Motion calling for the law to be changed to protect seals from all deliberate killing and for the British and Scottish Governments to liaise on the issue. The Scottish Government has already begun a programme of selective culling of seals in the Moray Firth that it intends to expand throughout Scotland. Additionally, the Scottish Government wants to introduce a licensing scheme for killing seals that would require reporting the number of seals being shot. The British Government has said that seals are a devolved issue for Scotland and that the law protecting seals is perfectly adequate.

Common seals are suffering what has been described by Sea Mammal Research Unit (SMRU) scientists as a ‘frightening decline’ nationwide. Although shooting is not directly blamed the campaigners believe that it should be banned to allow populations to recover. The campaigners also accuse the industry of a ‘culture of killing seals’ that they believe can only be changed with a change in the law.

The campaigners dismissed recent reports that grey seals might ‘impair the recovery of cod stocks’ arguing it was ‘too simplistic and convenient’ to blame seals when clearly chronic over-fishing had caused the collapse and that other factors, such as climate change, were impacting upon their recovery.

Alan Knight, Chief Executive of International Animal Rescue, said: “Common seals are one of the UK’s most popular marine mammals and now we know that most people in the UK don’t want them to be slaughtered to put salmon on their plates. Fish farmers must be persuaded to adopt alternative means of protecting their salmon that will allow seals to be left in peace.”

-ENDS-
Photos: Images of shot seals are available on request and can be viewed at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/sealprotectionactiongroup/sets/72157616174121119/

Contact: For further information or interviews, please contact:
Andy Ottaway on 01273 471403 or 0790 0804761 or Alan Knight on 01825 767688 or 07831 371599

Notes to Editors:

- The Seal Protection Action Group (SPAG) is a registered Scottish charity dedicated to protecting seals and their environment worldwide www.sealaction.org.

- International Animal Rescue is a registered charity No 1118277 dedicated to the rescue and rehabilitation of suffering animals www.internationalanimalrescue.org

- YouGov Poll conducted 17-20th July (Total sample size was 1,990 adults. Fieldwork was undertaken between 21-23 July 2009. The survey was carried out online. The figures have been weighted and are representative of all GB adults (aged 18+) Results attached

- Seal protection campaigners claim that up to 5,000 seals are killed by fishermen and the Scottish salmon industry alone each year


- Early Day Motion 678 ‘Protection of Seals’ has been signed by 127 MPs http://edmi.parliament.uk/EDMi/EDMDetails.aspx?EDMID=37729&SESSION=899

- The Scottish salmon industry is worth approximately £400 million per annum. Campaigners believes the industry can afford to deter seal predations using strictly non-lethal measures, such as correctly weighted anti-predator nets, and for fish-farms to be sited away from seal colonies.